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Taurus 21 April-21 May Anything creative will go well and, possibly, profitably this week. Money should not be your prime motive but a Taurus New Moon and your ruler Venus moving in your favour ...
HOUSTON (AP) _ PrimeEnergy Corp. (PNRG) on Monday reported a loss of $1.5 million in its first quarter. On a per-share basis, the Houston-based company said it had a loss of 73 cents. The investor ...
Magic, Science, and Religion in Early Modern Europe
FORT LEE, N.J. (AP) _ Creatd Inc. (CRTD) on Monday reported a loss of $6.6 million in its first quarter. The Fort Lee, New Jersey-based company said it had a loss of 68 cents per share. Losses ...
But there were also horoscope columns in feminist zines, so there was a wider redefining of astrology happening — who it was for, who practices it. … One thing I thought about when writing the ...
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Taurus 21 April-21 May Anything creative will go well and, possibly, profitably this week. Money should not be your prime motive but a Taurus New Moon and your ruler Venus moving in your favour ...
Horoscopes: Anything creative will go well this week, Taurus
But there were also horoscope columns in feminist zines, so there was a wider redefining of astrology happening — who it was for, who practices it. … One thing I thought about when writing the ...
Add Alice Sparkly Kat’s “Postcolonial Astrology” to Your Celestial Toolkit
And I’m Miya Lee, and we’re the editors of Modern Love. Every year, our job is to read thousands of love stories and we bring the ones that we really love the most to you. The Modern Love podcast is ...
The Return of the Modern Love Podcast
He describes a time when witches flew through the dark of night to feast on the flesh of unbaptized infants, magicians conversed with angels or struck pacts with demons, and astrologers cast the ...
Magic, Science, and Religion in Early Modern Europe
May 01, 2021 - 08:41 BST Hannah Hargrave The Undoing star Nicole Kidman divided fans with a photo she posted of her husband Keith Urban which was totally unexpected Nicole Kidman shared an ...
Nicole Kidman's photo of husband Keith Urban sparks major fan reaction
HOUSTON (AP) _ PrimeEnergy Corp. (PNRG) on Monday reported a loss of $1.5 million in its first quarter. On a per-share basis, the Houston-based company said it had a loss of 73 cents. The investor ...
PrimeEnergy: Q1 Earnings Snapshot
FORT LEE, N.J. (AP) _ Creatd Inc. (CRTD) on Monday reported a loss of $6.6 million in its first quarter. The Fort Lee, New Jersey-based company said it had a loss of 68 cents per share. Losses ...
Creatd: Q1 Earnings Snapshot
His creator, Raymond Chandler, needed some help. “Advice to a Secretary,” a rarely seen essay published this week in the spring issue of the literary quarterly The Strand Magazine, is a wry ...
Rare Raymond Chandler essay includes writing, office tips
Jia Tolentino, 'Trick Mirror: Reflections on Self-Delusion' Over nine witty essays, Tolentino addresses Internet culture, contemporary feminism, and "scammer culture," for a thoroughly modern take ...
Essential quarantine reading: Contemporary nonfiction by women
WATCH: Inside Jessica Simpson's incredible garden Captioning the snapshot, Jessica wrote ... OPEN BOOK, or my Amazon essay, TAKE THE LEAD, then you have a sense of my forever baby girl (even ...
Jessica Simpson's daughter almost towers over her mother in gorgeous new family photo
When his people lived in early 20th century Europe, they were serfs. But in Canada, Percy’s family has amassed land, modern equipment and a hard-won and satisfying living. Percy is a justly ...
Strong cast makes ‘Percy vs Goliath’ a compelling tale
Well-versed players may not have as much reason to return to the trilogy, but having the three games now take full advantage of modern televisions is not to be sniffed at. Mass Effect is not ...
Three Single Player Games to Watch Out for in May 2021
EVANSVILLE, Ind. (AP) _ OneMain Holdings Inc. (OMF) on Monday reported first-quarter profit of $413 million. On a per-share basis, the Evansville, Indiana-based company said it had profit of $3.06 ...
OneMain: Q1 Earnings Snapshot
MARIETTA, Pa. (AP) _ Donegal Group Inc. (DGICA) on Monday reported first-quarter profit of $10.5 million. The Marietta, Pennsylvania-based company said it had profit of 35 cents per share ...
Donegal: Q1 Earnings Snapshot
Chinese nationalists who wanted to create a modern nation in the twentieth century had to contend with the dozens of regional forms of spoken Chinese, which they believed hindered the creation of a ...
Dialect and Nationalism in China, 1860–1960
He shows that a variant of Calvinism that emphasized human choice and action rather than predestination profoundly influenced Adam Smith, the Scottish political economist whose writings shaped modern ...
Religion and the Rise of Capitalism
The HBO host devoted the latest episode of “Last Week Tonight” to examining why modern-day bankruptcy has become a boon for credit card companies and other intermediaries while hurting ...
John Oliver explains the problems with America’s ‘broken bankruptcy system’
“We know children have test anxieties and they don’t do well on these standardized tests, and so to take a snapshot of a person ... personal essays and outside activities.
Proposal to drop entrance exam requirements at public universities advances in Illinois legislature
Chimamanda Ngozi Adichie’s essay on grief adapted for theatre among ... Promising “a unique snapshot of these unprecedented times”, McGrath said audiences should expect physically distanced ...
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